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Latest Ringdale® ActiveLED Retrofit Offering is Robust Alternative to Conventional
In-Ground Lighting Solutions with an Emphasis on Longevity and Sustainability
Durable 18-Watt ActiveLED In-Ground Fixtures Save Energy
and Eliminate Burdensome Maintenance with 10-year Warranty
®

®

GEORGETOWN, Texas—January 27, 2014—Ringdale , Inc., Texas-based manufacturer of USA-made ActiveLED
luminaries, announces continued growth in its retrofit line with the launch of in-ground ActiveLED lighting. The 18-watt
ActiveLED In-Ground replaces 150-watt HID 9.5” and 13” in-ground lighting fixtures. The in-ground retrofit is ideal for
illuminating flagpoles, art, monuments, landscaping, and walkways. ActiveLED’s In-Ground lighting delivers energy savings
of up to 90% when compared to HID lighting and includes an unmatched 10-Year No Light Loss Warranty.
ActiveLED In-Ground lighting provides a more robust alternative to conventional in-ground lighting where maintenance and
longevity of HID and most competing LEDs have been burdensome and costly.
ActiveLED In-Ground Lighting innovative design combats heat in a corrosionresistant, factory vacuum-sealed light engine. ActiveLED In-Ground Lighting is
available in 120, 208, 240, and 277 volts and a range of color temperatures of
2700K, 3000K, 3500K and 5000K to meet the ambience desired or the safety
required. ActiveLED in-Ground fixtures are available as a complete unit with
light engine and in-ground bucket or the light engine can be used for retrofit
solution for LSI Greenlee and Acuity Brands Hydro 9100 series.
“In-ground lighting presents a specific challenge in how heat and moisture are
managed in a fully enclosed surround. Our patented thermal management of
LEDs results in low case temperatures of the LED thereby improving light
output, preventing color shift and unsightly lens discoloration,” remarked Klaus Bollmann, president of Ringdale. “We are
pleased to offer our customers ActiveLED In-Ground lighting, a significantly more robust light engine with drastically reduced
maintenance for new-build and retrofit in-ground lighting projects.”
For most organizations it is becoming increasingly important to demonstrate a commitment to make the organization more
sustainable. By switching to ActiveLED lighting, customers use less energy and support lighting that is designed without toxic
or hazardous materials. ActiveLED In-Ground Retrofit’s design and longevity reduce the need for recycling and facilitate
LEED points and energy rebates.
ActiveLED is available directly from Ringdale or its network of resellers. For more information, visit the company online at
www.ActiveLED.com.
About Ringdale
Ringdale, established 1986, is an expert in solid-state technology and focuses on helping organizations incorporate green
®
savings into their business environments. Ringdale provides ActiveLED luminaries with patented, solid-state lighting control
and thermal management technology. www.ActiveLED.com
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